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I. Abstract and Acknowledgements 
 
i. Abstract 
 
This Dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Banking and Finance at the 
International Hellenic University. 
Stock prices are affected by a number of determinants such as macroeconomic 
variables, in-company variables, industry related variables and trends in the movement 
of the stock prices. In this research, it will be shown that regarding the in-company 
variables, or the fundamental variables as they are commonly called stock prices are 
affected by such factors, not directly but indirectly. Indirectly means that these 
determinants shape the sentiment of the investors and investors consequently base their 
decisions to buy or sell a particular stock on information that they acquire studying 
different sets of data and ratios, amongst them, the fundamental ratios.    
Keywords: stock price, dividends, earnings, book value, yield, regression, linear, 
company, business, coefficient, factors, determinants, variables, fundamentals 
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II. Introduction 
 
The objective of this paper is to identify the determinants which have an important role 
on swaying the investors’ sentiment into buying or selling a stock. Investors make 
decisions based on information about a particular company or about the general 
condition of the economy or the industry.  When more investors are willing to buy a 
stock compared to the investors who are willing to sell that particular stock then this 
creates forces of demand and supply which force the stock price to increase. The 
question however, is what are those information that caused investors to be more 
willing to buy or sell a stock. That piece of information might be exogenous or internal. 
The paper will focus on information or values or variables or factors that are 
fundamental of the core of the company. After identifying thorough literature review, 
the factors which are believed to play an important role into shaping the investors’ 
sentiment, then the part of the research will try to establish the weights, or coefficients 
of  each factor, meaning in what extent each factor affects the stock price.  
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III. Literature Review 
 
In the academic world there have been a lot of studies that argue the reasons behind the 
movement of stocks. Stock prices are affected by a number of factors. In its simplest 
explanation stock prices are affected by forces of demand and supply. When demand is 
higher than supply then the price of a stock tends to rise, since more people are willing 
to buy that particular stock, in comparison with those who are willing to sell. On the 
other hand, in the case where supply is larger that demand, thus when more people are 
willing to sell compared to those who are willing to buy, the price of the stock tends to 
decline. The truth, however, is that the determinants of the movement of the stock prices 
is a more complex area, with academics arguing about the nature of the factors, that 
influence the willingness of investors to sell or buy a particular stock. Regardless 
however of the areas that the academic world argues, there is one area that it seems to 
be a common understanding, that the determinants affecting stock prices are 
distinguished into two large groups, external or macroeconomic factors and internal or 
fundamental factors  
External factors are determinants in the outer circle of the company that in some cases 
affect a whole industry or the whole economy. External determinants could be inflation, 
or interest rates, or GDP growth. Not all companies, however, are affected equally by 
all these factors. For instance, GDP growth influences exceedingly cyclical businesses 
compared to non-cyclical.  
Internal factors do not per se affect the movement of the stock itself, but they rather 
provide information which shape the sentiment of the investors about a particular stock 
or the market itself. In the long run, it is the fundamental factors that incentivize 
investors into being more willing buying or selling a stock. In general, internal factors 
are summarized into a broad basket of determinants that all answer to company 
performance. Company performance is mainly translated into earnings and dividends. 
Furthermore, the ratios which explain, amongst others, these two above characteristics 
are earnings per share, dividends per share or price to earnings ratio and dividend yield.  
Friend and Puckett in their study in 2018 (‘American Economic Association Dividends 
and Stock Prices Author (s): Irwin Friend and Marshall Puckett) analyze the 
relationship of the stock prices and dividends. They claim that the stock prices are an 
expression of discounted dividend income or capital gains. More specifically they find 
in their study that stocks based on their behaviour are separated into two categories. 
The growth- industry stocks and the non-growth industry stocks. The first category 
suggests that investors are keener to place a bid for stocks that have possibly high 
capital gains, even if there is no declaration of dividends at current time. The second 
category of stocks suggest that investors are looking at “buck for buck” relationship 
between invested money and dividend gains. Ultimately the study of Friend and Puckett 
suggest that regarding the non- growth stocks, dividends paid have a significant effect 
on the stock price, and more specifically it is proven that dividends expressed in dollar 
terms have an impact several times higher than 1 (one) in the shaping of the stock price, 
whereas in the growth stocks this customary view is not so applicable.   
However, during a study in 2006 Balke and Wohar tried to depict that the data have 
difficulties into distinguishing the stock price decomposition in which expectations of 
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future dividend growth are the critical reason for the movement of the stock prices, 
form the case that the expectations of future excess returns are the main force that drives 
the movement of the stock. They find that the data cannot distinguish between these 
two variables and it is not clear whether a movement of a stock which is based on 
information about a dividend is solely due to expectation for dividend growth or 
expectations for future excess returns. (Balke and Wohar, 2006) 
Another paper explores the predictability of the equity returns examining the extent of 
the influence of fundamental values on the stock price. The dependence of stock returns 
and fundamental variables has been examined extensively and the research suggests 
that in the majority of times, fundamental values such as dividend yield are able to 
explain either short of long term behavior of stocks. Their findings are such that they 
prove that cash announcements from managers, are used as a signalling method to lure, 
if it is safe to say, investors into buying the stock and increasing its price through 
increased demand. It is also a way for the managers to channel their expectations for 
the form to the general public, thus increasing the general positive opinion about the 
company. (Tsoukalas and Sil, 1999) 
Nawaz, Anwer, Ahmed and Nazir in 2010 try to combine the corporate policy being 
undertaken regarding the dividend distribution and the way this decision and choice of 
strategy is capable of shaping significant aspects of the course of a company. The 
researchers choose a sample of 73 firms from the Karachi Stock Exchange from periods 
of 2003 up to 2018. The results uncover that stock price is strongly correlated with 
dividend policy, and by dividend policy meaning the dividend yield and pay - out ratio. 
However it is noted that even though the results are not reliable in the case of developed 
markets, for developing markets such as Pakistan are quite representative of the 
behavior of the emerging markets. (Nazir et al., 2010) 
During a more recent study in 2013, Malhotra and Tandon undertake a research in order 
to determine the factors that determine stock prices in the context of National Stock 
Exchange 100 (NSE100).  The authors are engaged with fundamental values and try to 
explain which and in what extent these chosen fundamental variables, shape the stock 
price. The authors have chosen to examine a period of 5 years from 2007 to 2012. The 
findings of the study showed that price earnings ratio, earnings per share and book value 
per share had a significant influence in the stock price, whereas dividend yield had an 
inverse correlation with the stock price. (Malhotra and Tandon, 2013) 
In 2012 an additional study was conducted regarding stock prices in the Karachi 
Exchange. Nishat and Nisa examined the relationship between stock prices, financial 
fundamental values and macroeconomic factors. The research concerns 221 companies 
during 1995-2016.  The authors suggest that a number of indicators such as price 
earnings ratios or previous earnings per share are factors that heavily influence the stock 
price behavior. On the other hand, macroeconomic factors are proved to have a 
significant relationship with stock prices. Their findings, amongst others, recommend 
that when market to book value per share increases by one point, then the stock price 
increases by 0.417 points. As for another variable, the dividend payout ratio, the study 
finds that it does not have a significant influence on the stock price, producing a 0.00 
coefficient. In general, the study of Nishat and Nisa suggest that earnings have a more 
positive relationship in the shaping of stock prices than dividends. (Mehr-un-Nisa, 
2012) 
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In the study of Abarbanell and Bushee in 1997 it is explained the relationship between 
accounting-based fundamental signals and stock prices. It is shown that some 
fundamental ratios, mostly earnings-based explain only long-term shifts in the prices of 
the stocks.  (Abarbanell and Bushee, 1997) 
Kraft and Kraft, however, in 1977 tried to examine the relationship between common 
stock prices and money supply. Their findings were that there was no causal 
relationship between stock price, percentage change in the money supply and Moody’s 
AAA corporate bond rate. They later claim that for the prediction of the variables that 
affect sock prices further econometric research should be under taken. (Kraft and Kraft, 
1977) 
In 1976, James Patell run a research that tried to explain the relationship between the 
announcement of earnings and the stock price behavior. For the period tested, thus 
being from 1963 to 1967, it is being shown that firms which voluntarily announce 
beforehand their earnings tend to push their stock prices upwards or downwards of 
course, regarding the type of earnings, positive or negative. However, it is noted that 
these changes in the stock prices have a temporary fashion, rejecting the hypothesis that 
announcement of earnings have a long – term influence on the stock prices. (Patell, 
1976) 
In 1993 Fama and French conducted a survey, in order to determine the factors that 
explain the return of bond and stock prices. As for the returns of the stock prices they 
found that they are dependent on variables such as price to earnings ratio or book to 
market value of market value, rather that determinants as the beta of the market. (Fama 
and French, 1993)  
In another study by Fama and French during 1995 it is argued that there are two 
variables that capture the majority of the explanation behind the movements of stock 
prices. These two variables are market equity or market value and the ratio of book to 
market value or equity. Hence, it is established that with rational pricing, market value 
and book to market value, thus firm size, have to be representative form common stock 
risk factors. (Fama, Eugene F & French, 1995) 
In another study, a little bit older, Heins and Allison in 1953 conduct an empirical 
research in order to determine a number of factors that affect stock prices. During their 
study they choose to test the relationship between a number of accounting-based 
variables and their effect on the stock price. Their independent variables are price to 
earnings ratio, earnings variability, turnover of the stock amongst others. (A . James 
Heins and Stephen L . Allison, 1953)  
In 1991 Brennan and Hughes tried to tie up stock price with news announcement and 
brokerage commission fee. They find that investors trust and invest to firms that they 
only have a deep understanding and knowing of them and trade through brokers who 
analyze those particular companies, generate the greatest trading volumes and 
brokerage fees. (Brennan and Hughes, 1991) 
Furthermore, if we wish to examine another emerging market we should read the 
research of Hatta and Dwiyanto who test the correlation between stock prices and 
fundamental variables such as Earnings per share, dividend payout ratio, price to 
earnings ratio debt to equity ratio and a handful of other accounting-based factors. 
According to the findings it is shown that earnings per share and price to earnings ratio 
have a significant and positive relationship with stock price whereas debt to equity ratio 
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and net profit margin have the opposite effects on the stock price. (Hatta and Dwiyanto, 
2012)   
In a research by Gabe Bondt, the evidence suggests that long-run equity risk premium 
is an important factor for the determination of the price of the stock. Furthermore he 
suggests that in the short run stock prices will diverge form their long-run fair value , 
some of the times for as long as four years, according to their fundamentals. (Bondt, 
2008) 
In 1969 Fama, Fischer et al. Supported a theory that suggested that stock prices, under 
the assumption that the market is fair, should rapidly adjust in the wake of new 
information. In order to examine the above assumption, they employ the variable of the 
announcement of a stock split and connect it to the adjustment of the stock price. They 
find, amongst others, that prices of split shares do not rise more rapidly after a split 
takes place, nut rather on the announcement of the split. (Fama et al., 2003) 
In a resemblance of the Kraft and Kraft study, Hama and Jaffee, six years before that 
undertook a research that tried to examine the relationship between stock prices and 
money supply variables. After conducting their research they found that there is a 
significant correlation between money supply variables and its growth rate and stock 
price, clearly depending however on the investors’ ability to predict the money supply 
growth rate with a perfect foresight. (Homa and Jaffee, 1971)  
In addition, it is shown that stock prices may be affected by reasons such as initial or 
seasoned offerings. It is proven that there is a significant positive performance of the 
stocks after an initial offering. However the results of the study conducted by Ibbotson 
in 1975 confirm that in the aftermarket there are no performances of great importance 
that can substantiate the hypothesis that an offering has a long term effect on a stock 
price. (Ibbotson, 1975) 
In a more general approach Gordon in 1959 stated that when an investor acquires a 
share of common stock of a company he actually has a claim to three different things, 
dividends, earnings and both dividends and earnings. Another hypothesis is that the 
investor is buying today the discounted price of the future stock price, in hope to acquire 
a capital gain. (Gordon, 1959)  
In some other studies, such as a study by Shiller and Campbell in 1988 they use the 
dividend value as a dependant variable whereas the earnings are used as the independent 
variable. More specifically it is claimed that a ratio of earnings to price or earnings per 
share, when averaged on many years it is capable to predict the value of the future 
dividend. (Shiller and Campbell, 1988) 
Elton and Gruber in 1970 argue that the ex-dividend day behavior of the stock is 
interpreted as an evidence that different rates of taxation cause investors to discount 
less the value of future dividends than capital gains. (Elton and Gruber, 1970). Michael 
Barclay also, in 1987 states that the differential taxation of dividends and capital gains 
is perceived differently by investors in their portfolio choices. Furthermore, taxation 
seems to affect the dividend policy of a company and subsequently the stock’s valuation 
and price. (Barclay, 1987)    
As it is shown in the academic world there are a lot of arguments regarding the factors 
which can apply to a stock prediction model. As it was described at the beginning stocks 
are primarily affected by forces of supply and demand. However, claiming such a 
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simplistic factor to be the only one, would be naïve. The truth lies in the incentives and 
information provided to investors, that urge them to be more willing to buy or sell a 
particular stock, thus creating forces of demand and supply. There are two big 
categories of variables, the external and internal. GDP growth, interest rates, rates of 
unemployment are considered external factors. External factors however can influence 
a whole industry or even the whole economy. On the other hand, internal factors often 
called, fundamental factors, are able to determine the movement of the stock of a single 
company. Such determinants are dividend-based ratios, earnings-based ratios, 
announcement of news, taxation and a number of other factors that derive from the 
fundamental values of a company.   
 
 
IV. Data Overview 
 
i. Data Description 
 
For the purposes of this research it has been employed a set of data that reflects the 
biggest stock market in terms of capitalization, the index of S&P 100. S&P 100 is a 
stock market index in the United States maintained by Standard and Poor’s, a financial 
services company. The S&P 100 is a subset of S&P 500, which is said to be the most 
representative index of the American financial system, because it contains the majority 
of majority of the stocks in terms of market capitalization. The S&P 100 is a part of 
S&P 500, it comprises of 100 companies, but from 102 stocks. The aforementioned is 
because two companies, Twenty-First Century Fox and Google, have each two classes 
of stocks. More specifically the S&P 100 index measures the performance of the 100-
large capitalization, blue chip stocks, listed in American stock exchanges. The index 
contains companies from different industries and its performance as a whole, could be 
seen on the graph below. The data represents information up until the end of 2017.  
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1 
 
 
2 
 
The above table provides us with some characteristics regarding the index to be 
analyzed.   
For the purposes of this study it is important to state that not all one hundred companies 
were selected to be examined, and this is because some of the companies were lacking 
piece of information that were necessary for the conveyance of the research part. So, 
                                               
1 Graph computed from data acquired from Standard and Poor’s website 
2 Data acquired from Standard and Poor’s website 
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for the essence of the research and for the results to be satisfying as for their robustness 
it was chosen to emit certain companies from the dataset which did not fulfill the 
requirements in a hundred percent fashion. Ultimately the sample came to be a sample 
of 89 stocks.  
The majority of the stocks chosen belong in the Consumer Industry with 20.22% of the 
total sample followed by the Financial Services Sector with around 18%. The sector 
breakdown is quite informative because most of the times shapes the strategy of its 
constituents. For instance, the IT sector is known to be an industry of growth. In general 
growth stocks have the reputation of sacrificing dividends in the altar of retained 
earnings and the channeling of their earnings to research and development and thus 
future growth opportunities.  
3 
ii. Data Collection and Processing 
 
For the step of collecting the data the main sources were the Standard and Poor’s 
website, Yahoo Finance and a couple others finance websites. The processing of the 
data was such that it would provide us with information only truly needed for the 
conduct of the research. For the processing of the data were used two software programs 
interchangeably, Microsoft Excel, mostly for the part of the collection and, up-to a point 
                                               
3 Author’s self-calculation with data from Yahoo Finance and S&P website 
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processing of the data, and Stata, which was mainly used for carrying out the regression 
and correlation part of the research.  Furthermore, the companies chosen had to fulfill 
certain criteria in order for them to be part of the research, or otherwise the research 
would have results that were not reflecting the true situation of the particular study.  
 
 
  
 
V. Methodology 
 
The methodology of the research breaks down into two major steps. The first step is the 
choice of the variables and the second step is the actual conducting of the test. 
 
i. Variables Selection 
 
The selection of the variables was such that first, it had to come in accordance with the 
previously written literature and the results that they were made. In a second step the 
variables to be selected have to make sense in terms of rationality and logical reasoning. 
This means that, in this specific study, it would not be sensible to choose as variables 
for example non-financial variables or let us say variables that in under no 
circumstances have a correlation with normal course if running of a company.  
So, as the literature suggests the stock price of a company may affect several factors, 
including external factors and internal factors. External factors may refer to 
determinants such as GDP growth, or interest rates, or maybe even more rates of 
unemployment. Internal determinants, include mostly factors that are associated with 
financial statement numbers and reports. On the other side the internal factors are a 
variable grouping that suggests that a stock price of a company fully reflects all the 
information available about the company, so the price of the stock in the market equals 
the fair price of the stock.   
 
ii. Conducting of the Research 
 
Right after the methodology of the variables selection the next step is the conducting 
of the survey. For the purpose of this particular research the focus will be on the 
fundamental factors that influence the stock price. According to several past researches 
that have been conducted the focus on fundamental factors are mostly earning-based 
and dividend-based determinants.  The first part of the research is to establish the 
variables which affect the stock price, making certain assumptions regarding the 
correlation between independent and dependent variables, and finally to draw some 
conclusions. 
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The dependent variable of the research will be the stock price. The independent 
variables which will be tested to inspect whether they have an effect on the stock price 
will be Book Value, Earnings per Share, Dividend per Share, Dividend Yield and Price 
to Earnings Ratio. Since the majority of the companies of the sample are companies 
that are steady-growth companies and investors buy these particular stocks based on 
information of dividend efficiency, it is pre-assumed that stock price is going to be 
heavily relied to dividend-based variables.  
 
 
 
 
 
        
  Price   Year- Ending Adjusted Stock Price 
        
  bv   Book Value per Share 
  eps   Earnings per Share 
  dps   Dividend per Share 
  dy   Dividend Yield 
  p/e   Price to Earnings Ratio 
        
 
The above table summarizes the variables to be examined and their relationship with 
the dependent variable, the Stock Price. For the purposes of the study they were taken 
89 adjusted closing prices for the year 2017.  
 
 
VI. Research 
 
i. Book Value 
 
Book Value per share is believed to have an important effect on the shaping of the stock 
of the price. Book value per share indicates the accounting value of a company. Book 
value is also called net asset value because it represents the value of the assets of the 
company minus the liabilities. The formula for the calculation is 
 
BOOK VALUE PER SHARE =  SHAREHOLDER’S EQUITY –  PREFERRED STOCK / TOTAL 
COMMON SHARES OUTSTANDING 
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It is important to note that there needs to be a distinction between the book value per 
share and the market value per share. The book value is a result form the accounting 
estimates of a company and has a low deviation from day to day, whereas the market 
value per share is a value that potentially changes every day caused by various factors. 
The above consideration forms the first hypothesis of the study 
H0: Book Value per Share does not affect the Market Value per Share.  
H1: Book Value per Share affects the Market Value per Share 
 
 
  Using the sample, at first, we ran a test to examine the correlation between market 
stock price and book value of the stock price.  
4 
The correlation between price and book value per share is around 42% which means 
that the two variables, under the circumstances of the particular sample, are relatively 
independent.  
5 
The sample as mentioned before has 89 observations. The stock price in the sample 
represents the adjusted closing price of the year 2017, and the book value per share was 
calculated by data deriving from the fiscal year ending balance sheet. As seen on table 
5 the stock price has a mean value of $103.32, and a standard deviation of 75.93. The 
book value per share has a mean of $31.19 and a standard deviation of 37.10. At first 
sight, it is possible to say that book value has no particular effect on the stock price, 
since their means are far apart. However, it is not safe to draw such a conclusion unless 
there is evidence form a regression.  
                                               
4 Correlation between Stock price and Book Value per Share 
5 Data Summary table 
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6 
 7 
The above table and graph provide information about the stock price regressed against 
the book value per share. The first notable observation, is that the variable book value 
is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.00. However, the model cannot be trusted 
because of the significantly low R-squared and Adjusted R-squared at around 17% 
poses a question about the robustness of the results. Taking the above into 
consideration, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of the book value not affecting the 
stock price.  
 
ii. Earnings per Share 
 
                                               
6 Stock price regressed over Book value per share 
7 Quantile – Quantile plot of price against book value 
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Earnings per Share is one of the most representative ratio of a firm’s profitability. 
Earnings per Share or EPS represents the allocation of a company’s total net profits to 
the number of common shares outstanding.  An important distinction should be made 
between earnings per share and diluted earnings per share. The diluted EPS is computed 
in such way that it does not take into account preferred stock, and for instance it 
calculates as part of the common shares, bonds with an exercisable feature to common 
stock. In its simplest manner, EPS, a monetary value, is calculated as 
 
NET PROFIT –  PREFERRED D IVIDENDS / WEIGHTED AVERAGE COMMON STOCK 
 
The denominator is calculated as the weighted average common stock, meaning for 
instance the year – beginning total shares outstanding plus the year -  ending total shares 
outstanding divided by 2. In the case of this particular research only the year – ending 
total common stock outstanding was taken into account, because it comes in align with 
the year – ending adjusted closing price of the stock.  
8 
The above table summarizes the two variables in question in terms of mean values and 
standard deviations. Furthermore, the two hypotheses for this particular independent 
variable are 
 
H0: Earnings Per Share does not affect the price of the stock 
H1: Earnings Per Share affects the price of the stock 
 
9 
 
Above, in the table 9 it is observable the correlation of earnings per share regarding the 
stock price, which is around 67.7% and suggests a highly positive correlation.  
                                               
8 Summation of stock price and Earnings per Share 
9 Correlation between Stock Price and EPS 
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10 
 
 
Running the regression on EPS against stock price, there are some notable observations 
to be made. At first, the results suggest that for every one (1) unit of increase or decrease 
of earnings per share the stock price should change by around 10 units.  
11 
 
However as seen on graph 11, the fitted line of the earnings per share fail to explain in 
a competent percentage the prices of the stock. The above conclusion can also be 
observed through the value of the R- squared, which is relatively low at around 46%. 
                                               
10 Regression of earnings per share against Stock price 
11 Added – Variable Plot between price and EPS 
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Taking the above into account we arrive to the conclusion that we cannot reject the null 
hypothesis of the earnings per share not affecting the stock price, since the data does 
not explain in a competent manner the stock price.  
 
iii. Dividends per Share 
 
Dividends are a portion of after tax profits that are distributed to the stockholder’s as a 
form of payment. Dividend policy is important because it distinguishes firms with 
growth potential and firms with steady growth. Usually firms operating in the industry 
of technology and pharmaceuticals, avoid declaring dividends, thus avoiding 
sacrificing possible future growth opportunities. On the other hand, firms which operate 
in other industries that do not have so high competitive rates, compared to technology 
or pharmaceuticals, prefer declaring high percentage, in terms of profits, dividends and 
record steady growth rates.  
In the current research the companies selected were only companies that had declared 
dividend over the fiscal year 2017.  
Dividends per Share are expressed in monetary terms and calculated as followed:  
SUM OF DIVIDENDS DECLARED OVER A PERIOD / WEIGHTED AVERAGE OUTSTANDING 
SHARES OVER THE SAME PERIOD 
 
The null hypothesis in this case is that the ratio of dividends per share does not have a 
deterministic behavior in the movement of the stock.  
H0: Dividend per Share does not affect Stock Price 
H1: Dividend per Share affects Stock Price 
 
12 
The table of the summation, similar to the other variables, provides us with information 
that are essential to the research. First of all, it can be observed that dividends per share, 
also, have 89 observations, a mean of $2.3 and a standard deviation 1.62. The 
correlation coefficient between these two variables re around 79%, a highly positive 
correlation, as seen on table 13.  
                                               
12 Summation of the variable Price and the variable Dividends per Share 
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13 
 
 
A highly positive or negative, for that matter, correlation means that the two variables 
tend to move proportionally in the same direction. This alone could give an insight on 
the relationship of the dividends and stock price. To draw safer conclusions though it 
would be safer to also examine the results of a linear regression.  
14 
Running a regression on stock price against the dividends per share it is to be found that 
DPS has a coefficient of 36.91, thus in the case of change of the DPS of one unit the 
stock price should change by around 37 units. This regression comes in align with 
various academic researches. Furthermore, it is noticed that out independent variable is 
statistically significant with a p-value of 0.00.  
                                               
13 Price – dividend per share correlation 
14 Stock Price Regressed against Dividends per Share 
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15 
 
As seen on the graph 15 and on the regression results, it is safe to say that dividends per 
share is a competent enough determinant of the stock price. Its coefficient is 36.91 and 
the R-squared value of the regression is 62%. That means that the fitted values of the 
regression explain the actual values by 62%. Taking into consideration all the above 
facts it is safe to draw the conclusion that dividends per share have a significant effect 
on stock price, and thus rejecting the null hypothesis of the DPS not determining the 
stock price.  
 
iv. Dividend Yield  
 
One of the most important ratios that investors seek information in, is the dividend 
yield. Dividend Yield is, amongst others, the metric that a lot of investors trust in order 
to make financial decisions. Dividend yield is considered a more reliable metric than 
dividends per share because it combines both dividend per share and the current market 
price for the company, and in plain terms it shows the percentage of money being 
returned to investors in terms of dividends per each monetary value of investment. It is 
calculated by dividing the DPS by the current market stock price, expressed in 
percentage terms.  
 
D IVIDEND YIELD =  D IVIDENDS PER SHARE / STOCK PRICE 
                                               
15 Added- variable plot of Dividends per Share 
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The hypotheses being tested are the following 
H0: Dividend Yield is not a determinant of the Stock Price 
H1: Dividend Yield in a determinant of the Stock Price 
 
16 
The above table summarizes the data which upon the regression will be carried out. 
Similarly to the previous cases, also in this one, the pair of data have the same number 
of observations. It is reasonable of course that the means of the values have a significant 
deviation, due to the nature of the variables data. In theory this particular set of data 
should have a high positive correlation because of the implication that a high dividend 
yield will fuel high demands for stock purchases.  
 
17 
In contrast however to theory, the data collected for this survey suggest that the 
dividend yield has a negative correlation with the stock price. This early test of 
correlation may imply that the data is not appropriate in terms of size in order to draw 
safe conclusions.  
 
                                               
16 Data Summary of the Stock Price and the Dividend Yields 
17 Correlation between Stock Price and Dividend Yield 
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18 
 
Analyzing the added-variable plot between price and dividend yield it is notable that 
the stock prices are scattered around and not captured by the dividend yield values in a 
competent manner. Running a regression however, should provide more satisfactory 
answers to whether dividend yield is an explanatory enough variable or not.  
 
19 
The results of the regression present that indeed the dividend yield has a negative 
coefficient as the correlation results had implied it could have been. According to the 
results, stock prices should change by 2290 units, in the opposite direction, for every 1 
unit of change in the value of the dividend yield. The above seems considerably a misfit 
                                               
18 Added- variable Plot between Stock Price and Dividend Yield 
19 Regression of Stock Price against Dividend Yield 
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since it is unreasonable for instance the stock price to be 2290 units lower, for a one 
percent increase in the dividend yield. Another reason it is unable to reject the null 
hypothesis of the dividend yield not affecting the stock price, is the low R-squared value 
of just 11.73%.  
 
20 
Furthermore, as seen on the graph above, the fitted values have a very low explanation 
percentage of the actual values. This enhances the inability to reject the null hypothesis 
for the dividend yield, mostly due to data insufficiency.  
 
v. Price to Earnings Ratio 
 
Price to Earnings ratio is a metric that in its essence demonstrates how much an investor 
is willing to pay for a stock relatively to its earnings. In other words, it shows how many 
dollars are investors willing to pay in order to own the company stock, for every one 
dollar of its earnings. The P/E ratio is useful when comparing firms within the same 
industry, because of the different growth strategies applied in different sectors. 
Traditionally for example, technology and pharmaceuticals, amongst others, companies 
have higher P/E ratios compared to other industries.  
The outcome is that in general, assuming same industry companies are being compared, 
companies with lower P/E ratio are seen as more preferable investment choices 
compared to others, and this derives from the fact that for a low P/E ratio firm you will 
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need to spend less money for 1 monetary value of earnings. In the real world, however, 
no investor relies in just on metric to make an investment decision.   
Price to Earnings ratio is calculated as follows and expressed in monetary values. It 
represents the amount of dollars you pay for a stock for 1 dollar or earnings.  
 
P/E  RATIO =  MARKET VALUE PER SHARE /  EARNINGS PER SHARE 
 
Before subjecting the set of data into econometric tests, some assumptions must be 
made. Although, in literature there is no empirical evidence between the relationship of 
P/E ratio and stock price in terms of interdependence in theory it is believed that the 
higher the P/E ratio of a stock, the higher the stock price should be, resulting to a 
relatively high correlation.  
 
H0: Price to Earnings ratio does not affect the Price of the Stock 
H1: Price to Earnings Ratio does affect the Price of the Stock    
 
21 
 
 
 
22 
The table 22 shows the result for the calculation of the correlation coefficient between 
Stock Price and P/E ratio, which is a value close to zero, result which suggests that 
regarding this particular set of data, these two variables are almost totally uncorrelated, 
thus the fitted values will not be associated in any way with the actual values.  
 
                                               
21 Summary of set of data, price and p/e ratio 
22 Correlation Coefficient between Stock Price and Price to Earnings Ratio  
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23 
The diagram 23, shows a similar relationship of stock price and p/e ratio which is also 
coincided with the correlation results, thus the two variables having a very small 
association.  
 
 
Running the regression will unexpectedly provide us with similar results.  
 
24 
                                               
23 A quantile plot between stock price and price to earnings ratio 
24 Regression of Stock Price against Price to Earnings Ratio 
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The results of the regression returned as a p-value for the P/E ratio a value of 0.903 
which is significantly high and robust enough to reject the statistical significance of the 
variable. Consequently, the null hypothesis shall not be rejected.  
 
vi. Multivariate Analysis 
 
A multivariate analysis or multivariate regression, is the regression of one dependent 
variable against more than one independent variables. In the case of this research the 
dependent variable Stock Price will be regressed and analyzed for its relationship with 
the independent variables, Book Value, Earnings per Share, Dividend per Share, 
Dividend Yield and Price to Earnings Ratio.  
In this step, an attempt will be made to examine whether there is a combination of 
independent variables that explains the movement of the stock competent enough. As 
it was made understandable during the literature review the movement of stock prices 
is influenced by more than one factors, some of them may be internal or external.  
Under these circumstances, the hypotheses tested will be  
H0: Stock Prices are not affected by Book Value per Share, Earnings per Share, 
Dividend per Share, Dividend Yield and Price to Earnings Ratio 
H1: Stock Prices are not affected by Book Value per Share, Earnings per Share, 
Dividend per Share, Dividend Yield and Price to Earnings Ratio 
It is important to note that in order for the null hypothesis to be rejected, all the 
conditions of the alternative hypothesis should hold.   
25 
 
On the table above there is presented a summary of the data used for the multivariate 
regression. The types as well as the actual variable names are presented in the table 
below. 
 
 
 
 
                                               
25 Data summary of the dependent and the independent variables 
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  Price   Year- Ending Adjusted Stock Price Dollar Value Variable 
            
  bv   Book Value Dollar Value Variable 
  eps   Earnings per Share Dollar Value Variable 
  dps   Dividend per Share Dollar Value Variable 
  dy   Dividend Yield Percentage   
  pe   Price to Earnings Ratio Dollar Value Variable 
            
26 
The data description is important in order to understand the nature of each variable and 
the kind of effect it might convey to the dependent variable, the price of the stock.  
 
27 
Calculating the correlation coefficients between the dependent and the independent 
variables there is one result that happens to be more notable than the others. The 
correlation of price and dividend yield is the only one which is negative. 
 
The classic linear regression equation which will be applied in the current study is  
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐?̂? = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑏𝑣 + 𝑏2𝑒𝑝𝑠 + 𝑏3𝑑𝑝𝑠 + 𝑏4𝑑𝑦 + 𝑏5𝑝𝑒 + 𝑢𝑡 
 
The 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐?̂? represents the predicted value of the stock price based on the calculations of 
the betas of the independent variables and the 𝑢𝑡 represents the errors or residuals in 
the regression model. Theoretically a model with zero residuals is the perfect model 
since the independent variables predict fully the dependent variable. The prediction 
accuracy is also depicted on the value of the R-squared.  
 
                                               
26 Types of Variables 
27 Correlation matrix of all the variables 
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28 
The regression was run on Stata, with the option robust in order to take care of 
phenomena of heteroscedasticity. One of the first outcomes someone should notice is 
the p-value of the price to earnings variable which is considerably high for the variable 
to be statistically significant. Therefore, the variable of price to earnings ratio should 
be excluded from the calculation of the predicted value of the stock price. Hence, the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejected, since not all the conditions of the alternative 
hypothesis are fulfilled.  In awe of these findings there should be formed new 
hypotheses to be examined. Thus, 
H0: Stock Prices are not affected by Book Value per Share, Earnings per Share, 
Dividend per Share and Dividend Yield 
H1: Stock Prices are affected by Book Value per Share, Earnings per Share, 
Dividend per Share and Dividend Yield 
  
29 
                                               
28 Regression Test for the stock price against all the independent variables 
29 Regression without taking into account p/e ratio 
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After re-establishing the new hypotheses to be tested, the regression is run again 
without taking into account the p/e ratio variable.  It is noticeable that after the exclusion 
of the price to earnings ratio the new regression equation is produced with all variables 
being statistically significant at 95% confidence level, since each and every one of the 
p-values is lower than 0.05.  
Furthermore, the model is run with the option robust in order to avoid events of 
heteroscedasticity. Also, the goodness of fit measure, thus R-squared, has a value of 
approximately 89% which is a considerably solid value. Hence, the regression equation 
takes the form of 
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐?̂? = 74.51206 + 0.2536𝑏𝑣 + 2.577𝑒𝑝𝑠 + 34.842𝑑𝑝𝑠 − 2827.21𝑑𝑦 + 𝑢𝑡 
The interpretation of this equation lies in the coefficients of the independent variables. 
The constant number is the starting point of the equation on the y-axis whereas the 
coefficients of the variables represent the changes in units on the dependent variable in 
the case of change of one unit in any of the independent variables. For instance, if the 
dividend yield moves up by one unit, thus by 100% because dividend yield is measured 
in percentages, the stock price will decrease by 2827 units. It is realizable that this kind 
of change is significantly high but also the 100% change in dividend yield is an 
alteration which is almost of zero probability.  
In addition, the goodness of fit measure can be assessed through various graphical 
depictions. One of them is the scatter plot. The scatter plot displays the relationship 
between the actual values, in this case the stock price, and the fitted values which were 
produced through the procedure of the regression. On the Y-axis there are presented the 
Stock Price values and, on the X-axis, the fitted values. The reasoning behind the graph 
is that the data should form a 45-degree pattern with the axes.  
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30 
 
The data in this case seem to form an angle which quite close to 45 degrees, so the 
model is believed to have predicted the dependent variable with a good percentage.  
The model also needs to be tested for phenomena of heteroscedasticity. An important 
assumption being made under the ordinary least squares method of regression is that 
the residuals should have a constant variance, thus the residuals need to be 
homoscedastic. One way to take care of such phenomena is to run the regression with 
the robust option, that is already done. As for a graphical representation the plot of fitted 
values against the residuals are supposed not to have any pattern at all, in order to 
declare that there are no signs of heteroscedasticity.  
                                               
30 Scatter Plot of Stock actual and predicted values 
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31 
  
As presented on graph 31, the plot of fitted values against the residuals, shows no 
pattern, or at least an insignificant pattern of data, confirming the assumption of 
homoscedasticity. Furthermore, a test that is appropriate to be carried out regarding 
heteroscedastic signs is the Breusch – Pagan test. The test assumes a null hypothesis of 
the data being homoscedastic, so rejecting the null hypothesis would mean that the 
variance of the residuals would not be constant, thus that there is heteroscedasticity.  
32 
The null hypothesis is rejected if the p-value is lower than 5%, since we are at a 95% 
confidence level. In this case the p-value is way higher that the 5% cut-off point so we 
are unable to reject the null hypothesis and we accept that the residuals are 
homogeneous.  
 
Another important assumption of the OLS estimator for the multiple regression is the 
lack of multicollinearity. Two, or more, independent variables have signs of 
multicollinearity when one is a linear function of another.  
                                               
31 Fitted Values plot against the Residuals 
32 Breusch – Pagan test for heteroscedasticity 
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In order to check for multicollinearity, we perform the variance inflation factor (vif) 
test in Stata. A VIF larger than 10 means that a variable is a linear function of another.  
33 
After carrying out the test, it is observed that none of the independent variables has a 
VIF larger than 10, so we reject the hypothesis of multicollinearity.  
After conducting a series of tests, and examining each variable for heteroscedasticity 
or multicollinearity, and since all the independent variables are statistically significant 
at 95% confidence level there is the assurance to reject the null hypothesis that book 
value, earnings per share, dividend per share and dividend yield do not affect the stock 
of a price, and accept the alternative hypothesis as valid.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
33 Test for Multicollinearity  
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VII. Conclusion and Need for Further Research 
 
 
The particular survey was conducted under the hypothesis that there are some 
fundamental values which directly affect the investors’ sentiment to be more willing to 
buy or sell a particular stock. Through literature it was explained that investors’ 
sentiment affects the forces of demand and supply which consequently shape the price 
of a stock. However, though it seems quite simplistic, there are some variables that have 
the ability to communicate certain characteristics of the company stocks to the 
investors, influencing them towards a decision to buy or sell.  
These variables, according to the academic world are believed to be many, and to this 
day there are new findings and surveys that tie the movement of a stock price to other 
exogenous or internal variables. These variables are distinguished by one trait, one set 
of variables are external, and the other set of variables are internal. The external 
variables are factors that affect in general the whole financial system or a majority of 
it. Determinants as such would be the gross domestic product growth rate or 
unemployment rate, or central bank’s interest rate. For instance, an increase in the 
unemployment rate would have an important effect on the consumption industry and 
more particular in businesses with high elasticity. The former would probably mean 
that these companies would see a drop in their stock price, since their business has seen 
a decrease in sales.   
The other set of determinants are the internal or fundamental factors. Internal factors 
derive from a company’s financial or business performances and are depicted in the 
statements of the company.  This paper attempted to examine a set of fundamental 
variables that may affect the stock price. After consulting the literature, it was decided 
to examine a set of ratios that had a relationship with the stock price, such as dividend 
per share of dividend yield or price to earnings ratio. Actually, the variables being 
selected were dividend based, earnings-based and one variable that associated book 
value of the company with market value.  
For the conduction of the research there were used 89 stocks of companies which were 
a part of the Standard & Poor’s 100 index. For the aforementioned stocks there were 
collected the year-ending adjusted prices of 2017, the book values per share for each 
company for the year ending 2017, the earnings per share ratio for the same period, the 
dividends per share and dividend yield and last but not least the price to earnings ratio. 
These above variables are the independent variables of the research whereas the 
dependent variable is the adjusted closing price of the companies. The procedure was 
to regress individually every independent variable against the stock price. During this 
process all but one variable turned out to be either statistically insignificant or the R-
squared value of the regression was low resulting to the null hypothesis of not affecting 
the stock price not to be rejected for all the variables except for the variable Dividends 
per Share.  The regression produced a coefficient for dividend per share at 36.91, 
meaning that for every one unit of change on the dividend per share ratio the stock price 
would increase by approximately 36 units. This model came with around a 61% 
goodness of fit measure.  
However since there was no particular success in finding variables that determine stock 
prices by regressing factors individually, it was decided to carry out a multivariate 
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regression analysis, meaning to regress all the independent variables against our known 
dependent variable the stock price. The null hypothesis that was formed was that all the 
independent variables do not at the same time have an influence, in different weights 
of course, into shaping the stock price amongst others. It has to be noted that in order 
to reject the null hypothesis it had to be proved that all the independent variables satisfy 
the assumptions of the regression a and affect the dependent variable. After the 
conduction of the regression it was found that price to earnings ratio was statistically 
insignificant at 95% confidence level and was decided to be dropped and for the null 
hypothesis not be rejected.  
After the reassessment of the regression components, the new findings were all, without 
any exceptions, found to be statistically significant at 95% confidence level and with 
an R-squared value of around 89%, which is a pretty solid percentage of goodness of 
fit measure.  
 
 
The interpretation of the coefficients are that for the book value per share, a change in 
this variable by one unit would cause the stock price to change by 0.25 points. A change 
in the earnings per share by one unit, would cause the stock price to change by 2.577 
units. The interpretation for the rest of the variables is similar.  
In order to recap the findings after the first regression it was found that the price to 
earnings ratio is not a critical variable to be evaluated for its relationship with the stock 
price, resulting on the withdrawal of the variable form the set of data. After the 
reassessment of the regression data, it was found that the strongest effect on the stock 
price had the dividend yield, with a negative coefficient and the dividend per share. The 
former conclusion seems to be rational because the majority of the companies being 
examined were companies with steady growth that are almost every year distributing 
dividend, and thus investors who buy or sell these kind of stocks, rely heavily on ratios 
that are associated with dividend performance. Also, tests performed after the 
regression suggested that there are no signs of heteroscedasticity amongst residuals, 
thus the residuals have a constant variance. Furthermore, it was found that amongst 
residuals there was also no signs of multicollinearity.   
It is unavoidable however, the need for further research in order to establish even more 
solidly the findings. Some suggestions would be to collect data that had a larger span 
of time so that the findings had a very little probability of being statistically 
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insignificant. In addition, there would be useful and more explorative if the data 
collected also contained external factors and not only fundamental ones. Also, some 
researches could focus on the relationship of the stock price against its own movement, 
meaning how much investors rely on the past behavior of the stock in order to make 
financial decisions. The latter is a purely technical factor which gains ground more and 
more as the years pass.  
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IX. Appendix  
 
 Variables Data acquired from Yahoo Finance  
    adjusted closing book value 
earnings 
per share 
dividend per 
share 
dividend yield price to earnings 
Ticker Sector Price bv eps dps dy p/e 
AAPL IT $167,31  $25,83  $11,91  $2,72  0,0163 14,05  
ABBV Health $93,08  $4,20  $3,55  $2,56  0,0275 26,22  
ABT Health $56,04  $18,37  $1,04  $1,06  0,0189 53,88  
ACN Finance $150,38  $12,84  $6,61  $2,66  0,0177 22,75  
AGN Health $161,48  $200,57  -$20,37  $2,80  0,0173 -7,93  
AIG Finance $58,53  $80,61  $0,66  $1,28  0,0219 88,68  
ALL Finance $103,20  $57,39  $6,98  $1,44  0,0140 14,79  
AMGN Health $170,12  $44,63  $10,99  $4,60  0,0270 15,48  
AXP Finance $97,88  $24,54  $5,91  $1,31  0,0134 16,56  
BA Industrials $290,57  $1,84  $11,70  $5,68  0,0195 24,84  
BAC Finance $29,15  $24,32  $1,74  $0,39  0,0134 16,75  
BKNG Finance $52,80  $36,49  $3,04  $0,86  0,0163 17,37  
BLK Finance $504,92  $186,54  $23,08  $10,00  0,0198 21,88  
BMY Health $59,68  $9,10  $2,36  $1,56  0,0261 25,29  
C Finance $72,80  $81,08  $5,43  $0,96  0,0132 13,41  
CAT Industrials $154,13  $26,15  $5,21  $3,10  0,0201 29,58  
CL Health $73,66  -$0,12  $2,59  $1,59  0,0216 28,44  
CMCSA Communications $39,23  $11,93  $2,47  $0,63  0,0161 15,88  
COF Finance $98,31  $103,30  $7,45  $1,60  0,0163 13,20  
COP Energy $53,92  $25,91  -$1,40  $1,06  0,0197 -38,51  
COST Consumer $184,63  $22,57  $7,14  $2,07  0,0112 25,86  
CSCO Communications $37,17  $13,12  $2,15  $1,20  0,0323 17,29  
CVS Health $70,48  $34,38  $4,99  $2,00  0,0284 14,12  
CVX Energy $121,72  $77,03  $3,78  $4,32  0,0355 32,20  
DHR Industrials $92,38  $36,43  $3,50  $0,55  0,0060 26,39  
DIS Communications $106,65  $28,35  $5,69  $1,56  0,0146 18,74  
DUK Energy $80,23  $59,47  $4,22  $3,49  0,0435 19,01  
DWDP Industrials $70,06  $44,23  $0,28  $1,76  0,0251 250,21  
EMR Energy $61,08  $12,41  $2,55  $1,92  0,0314 23,95  
EXC Energy $38,40  $29,18  $3,97  $1,31  0,0341 9,67  
F Industrials $11,79  $8,43  $1,80  $0,65  0,0551 6,55  
FDX Consumer $191,11  $56,60  $10,83  $1,80  0,0094 17,65  
FOX Communications $27,43  $8,11  $1,71  $0,36  0,0131 16,04  
GD Industrials $199,86  $38,95  $9,95  $3,28  0,0164 20,09  
GE Energy $16,99  $8,77  -$0,30  $0,96  0,0565 -56,63  
GILD Health $70,02  $18,99  $7,67  $2,08  0,0297 9,13  
GM Industrials $39,79  $30,17  $5,21  $1,52  0,0382 7,64  
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GS Finance $252,32  $200,34  $19,76  $2,90  0,0115 12,77  
HAL Energy $48,28  $10,56  $0,37  $0,72  0,0149 130,49  
HD Consumer $186,45  $2,20  $7,63  $3,56  0,0191 24,44  
HON Consumer $144,83  $28,07  $4,30  $2,74  0,0189 33,68  
IBM IT $148,65  $21,28  $11,98  $5,90  0,0397 12,41  
INTC IT $45,31  $15,13  $3,10  $1,08  0,0238 14,62  
JNJ Health $136,90  $27,58  $5,43  $3,32  0,0243 25,21  
JPM Finance $104,54  $67,82  $6,84  $2,04  0,0195 15,28  
KHC Consumer $75,42  $48,20  $3,26  $2,45  0,0325 23,13  
KMI Energy $17,32  $15,89  -$0,54  $0,50  0,0289 -32,07  
KO Consumer $44,70  $5,19  $1,10  $1,46  0,0327 40,64  
LLY Health $82,81  $13,54  $1,63  $2,08  0,0251 50,80  
LMT Industrials $315,30  $7,36  $13,05  $7,46  0,0237 24,16  
LOW Consumer $91,25  $6,92  $4,11  $1,52  0,0167 22,20  
MA Finance $150,54  $6,11  $4,38  $0,88  0,0058 34,37  
MCD Consumer $168,90  -$4,38  $7,23  $3,83  0,0227 23,36  
MDLZ Consumer $42,09  $17,49  $1,87  $0,60  0,0143 22,51  
MDT Health $80,36  $36,06  $4,06  $1,84  0,0229 19,79  
MET Finance $49,22  $54,35  $4,26  $1,60  0,0325 11,55  
MMM Industrials $230,85  $20,42  $9,17  $4,70  0,0204 25,17  
MO Consumer $68,91  $6,40  $3,56  $2,49  0,0361 19,36  
MRK Health $54,98  $14,18  $1,82  $1,88  0,0342 30,21  
MS Finance $51,33  $39,40  $3,61  $0,90  0,0175 14,22  
MSFT IT $67,35  $9,05  $3,88  $1,65  0,0245 17,36  
NEE Energy $153,02  $56,05  $7,41  $3,93  0,0257 20,65  
NKE Consumer $52,02  $7,74  $2,39  $0,76  0,0146 21,77  
NVDA IT $193,15  $10,48  $4,61  $0,57  0,0030 41,90  
ORCL IT $44,33  $12,23  $2,55  $0,72  0,0162 17,38  
OXY Industrials $71,42  $27,01  $1,69  $3,06  0,0428 42,26  
PEP Consumer $116,99  $9,33  $5,08  $3,17  0,0271 23,03  
PFE Health $35,24  $10,16  $1,97  $1,28  0,0363 17,89  
PG Consumer $82,91  $20,69  $3,90  $2,79  0,0337 21,26  
PM Consumer $101,63  -$7,34  $4,91  $4,19  0,0412 20,70  
QCOM Communications $49,99  $21,23  $1,66  $2,20  0,0440 30,11  
RTN Industrials $184,71  $37,70  $7,53  $3,13  0,0169 24,53  
SBUX Consumer $52,50  $4,04  $3,24  $1,26  0,0240 16,20  
SLB Energy $65,91  $28,59  -$1,03  $2,00  0,0303 -63,99  
SO Energy $46,22  $23,90  $0,57  $2,30  0,0498 81,09  
SPG Real Estate $165,57  $11,72  $6,24  $7,15  0,0432 26,53  
T Communications $36,71  $20,35  $1,49  $1,96  0,0534 24,64  
TGT Consumer $63,66  $20,49  $4,62  $2,44  0,0383 13,78  
TXN IT $101,80  $11,18  $3,66  $2,12  0,0208 27,81  
UNH Health $218,22  $46,75  $9,50  $2,88  0,0132 22,97  
UNP Industrials $132,01  $24,52  $6,05  $2,42  0,0183 21,82  
UPS Consumer $116,35  $1,76  $5,32  $3,32  0,0285 21,87  
USB Finance $52,57  $26,16  $2,97  $1,14  0,0217 17,70  
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UTX Industrials $125,48  $37,39  $6,56  $2,72  0,0217 19,13  
VZ Communications $50,53  $6,58  $3,25  $2,32  0,0459 15,55  
WBA Health $79,56  $29,89  $4,92  $1,60  0,0201 16,17  
WFC Finance $59,42  $36,87  $3,61  $1,54  0,0259 16,46  
WMT Consumer $96,99  $25,79  $3,21  $2,04  0,0210 30,21  
XOM Energy $81,13  $43,00  $3,23  $3,06  0,0377 25,12  
 
 
 
